Cognition emerges from the coordination of computations in multiple brain areas. However, elucidating these coordinated computations within and across brain regions is challenging because intra-and inter-areal connectivity are typically unknown. Testable hypotheses about these interactions are also generally unavailable. To study coordinated computation, we trained multi-area recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to discriminate the dominant color of a checkerboard and output decision variables reflecting a direction decision, a task previously used to investigate decision-related dynamics in dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) of monkeys. We found that multi-area RNNs, as opposed to single RNNs, reproduced the decision-related dynamics observed in PMd during this task. The RNN solved this task by a novel mechanism in which RNN dynamics integrated color information on an axis subsequently readout by an orthogonal direction axis. Direction information was selectively propagated through preferential alignment with the inter-areal connections, while the color information was filtered. These results suggest that cortex uses modular computation to generate minimal but sufficient representations of task information, selectively filtering unnecessary information between areas. Finally, we leverage multi-area RNNs to produce experimentally testable hypotheses for computations that occur within and across multiple brain areas, enabling new insights into distributed computation in neural systems.
To develop computational models of multi-area computation underlying decision-making with new testable hypotheses, we modeled the Checkerboard Task using RNNs. Single-area RNNs did not resemble PMd respectively, in Fig. 3a . Like the single RNN, we also designated 80% of the units to be excitatory and 
Figure 4: Information discriminability across areas. (a)
The norm of the direction discriminability (left red -right red) and color discriminability (left green -left red) as a function of the processing area. The inputs are shown in lighter transparency and the overall activity is shown in solid lines. Area 1 has significant recurrence evidenced by a large separation between the input and overall activity. Between Area 1 and Area 2, there is a larger attenuation in color discrimability (gain 0.15x) relative to direction discriminability (gain 0.35x). Area 2 amplifies the direction discriminability (3x), while the color discriminability stays relatively constant. Between Area 2 and Area 3, there is a larger attenuation in color discriminability (gain 0.15x) versus direction discriminability (gain 0.25x). Area 3 is primarily input driven, with the overall activity being of similar magnitude to the inputs. (b) Color and (c) direction gain through recurrence (circles) and feedforward connections (triangles), show how color information is filtered throughout the network.
inter-areal connections to selectively propagate information. Hence, we first asked: does the multi-area 199 RNN filter color information through primarily recurrence, inter-areal connections, or a mixture of both?
200
To disentangle the input contributions from the recurrent contributions, we compared how the inputs and 201 activity were represented in each RNN area (see Methods). We quantified the direction discriminability 202 of each area by subtracting the activity of right reaches from left reaches during reaches to a red target, 203 i.e., "left red -right red." Similarly, we quantified the color discriminability of each area by calculating 204 "right red -right green." Although we only show discriminability under one condition (e.g., for direction, 205 fixing the color to be red; or for color, fixing the direction to be right), our results are consistent no 206 matter the chosen fixed condition (Supp. Fig. S2a ) or whether we quantified the recurrent contribution 207 explicitly (Supp. Fig. S2b ). Fig. 4a , b shows the magnitude of these differences using the L2-norm, 208 which is a measure of Euclidean distance in the high-dimensional space. Area 1 must emerge through the inputs and recurrence of Area 1. In Area 1, the direction discriminability 211 increases after checkerboard onset, even though the checkerboard input has no discernable projection 212 onto this axis (compare activity line vs. input line in Fig. 4a , left). This difference between discriminability 213 of the inputs and the activity suggests an important role for recurrence in Area 1 (an issue we explore 214 further in the next section). We observe a similar pattern for color information. In Area 1, activity 215 associated with color discriminability was amplified relative to the inputs by approximately 5.5 times, 216 whereas direction discriminability was amplified by 11 times. We report these numbers in the summary 217 plot in Fig. 4b (green bubbles).
218
The excitatory units of Area 1 are mapped through an inter-areal connectivity matrix to the input of Area 219 2, denoted W 12 . At the input of Area 2, we observed the color (direction) discriminability was attenuated, Area 3 is primarily input driven.
228
Together, these results demonstrate that both within-areal recurrence and inter-areal connectivity play a 229 role in propagating direction information and filtering color information. Further, each area of the RNN 230 appears to play a unique role in the computation. We therefore interrogated these computations further.
231
In particular, we were interested in the following questions. First, how is the direction decision computed?
232
Second, how is color and direction information propagated across areas? Third, what is the mechanism 233 underlying Area 3, which resembles PMd activity? We address these questions in the next sections.
234

Mechanism for computing the direction decision 235
The multi-area RNN performs computation across various areas, each one playing a unique role. We 236 first asked how the task is solved, i.e., how is the direction decision computed? Because Area 1 has PC 237 trajectories that separate based on reach direction ( Fig. 3d ), we reasoned that the direction decision 238 must be computed in Area 1.
We posit two hypotheses for how Area 1 could compute the direction decision. Our first hypothesis, which we term the "low recurrence" hypothesis, poses that Area 1 is predominantly input driven. Under 241 this hypothesis, Area 1 responds primarily to current inputs and retains little information about past 242 inputs. This would occur if the recurrent connections in Area 1 play a small role, for instance if only 243 their nonlinearity was used. (We note that it is not possible to solve this task without a nonlinearity, 244 as described in Supplemental Note 1.) The low recurrence hypothesis predicts that: (1) the difference 245 between Area 1 artificial unit activity (r t ) and unit inputs (W in u t ) should be relatively constant across 246 time on both a color and direction axis found via TDR, and (2) the inputs should be discriminable on 247 the direction axis. This is diagrammed in Fig. 5b .
248
Our second hypothesis, which we term the "recurrent dominant" hypothesis, poses that Area 1 primarily 249 uses recurrence to reach a direction decision. In this hypothesis, the direction decision unfolds over 254 This is diagrammed in Fig. 5c .
255
To test these hypotheses, we projected neural population activity on the color and direction axis found 256 via TDR. The color and direction axes are constrained to be orthogonal. We projected the artificial 257 unit activity and unit inputs onto the color and direction axes, shown in Fig. 5d ,e. We found that the 258 projection magnitude of the activity was higher than that of the unit inputs on both the color and 259 direction axis. We also observed that the direction axis had negligible projections from the unit inputs, as 260 shown in Fig. 5e . This negligible input projection suggests that the direction axis, representing the action 261 choice, does not directly compute the direction decision from the unit inputs alone. When projecting the 262 activity onto the primary readout dimension of Area 1, the top right singular vector of W 12 , we found 263 that the unit inputs also had negligible projection on this axis, as shown in Fig. 5f . Further, the readout 264 axis was qualitatively very similar to the direction axis, and we quantified the overlap in Fig. 5g . When 265 quantifying the overlap, we computed the color and direction axis using only the excitatory units, as 266 only excitatory units projected to the subsequent area. Regardless of how we computed the color and 267 direction axes, the projections were very similar (Supp. Fig. S3 ). Together, these results reject the low 268 recurrence hypothesis for computing the direction decision in favor of the recurrent dominant hypothesis.
269
Our results suggest that recurrent dynamics in Area 1 are involved in computing the direction decision. highlighted in blue. Together, these results led us to infer that the direction axis is primarily a readout of 286 the color axis activity.
287
Using these observations, we posit the following mechanism for area 1 of the multi-area RNN, shown in 288 Fig. 6 . The color and direction axis are orthogonal, and the direction axis reads out the magnitude of 289 the color axis. We show flow fields consistent with analyzingẋ in the RNN equations in response to a 290 checkerboard input; these flow fields only apply only to the color axis. When targets turn on (Fig. 6a) , 291 dynamics drive the color axis projection to either A1 or A2, depending on the target configuration.
292
However, the readout of the A1 and A2 attractors on the direction axis overlap. When the checkerboard 293 turns on, there are two possible sets of dynamics: red checkerboards cause color axis activity to increase, 294 while green checkerboards cause a decrease (Fig. 6b ). Together, these sets of dynamics drive activity 295 along the color axis along four different trajectories following checkerboard onset, but the direction axis 296 readout of the color axis activity only exhibits two trajectories. This is summarized in Fig. 6c .
297
These results demonstrate a novel mechanism for solving the Checkerboard Task through recurrent 
Inter-areal connections primarily propagate direction and filter color information 303
As the RNN is fully observed, we have access to the feedforward connections from Area 1 to 2, denoted 304 W 12 , and from Area 2 to 3, denoted W 23 . These feedforward connections were constrained to be 305 excitatory connections from excitatory units, as in Fig. 3a of inhibitory weights to the left pool (orange) and right pool (blue) were increased (doubled). Directional evidence is computed by using the signed coherence and using target configuration to identify the strength of evidence for a left reach and strength of evidence for a right reach. 332 We showed previously that Area 3 reproduces PMd's dynamics in Fig. 3d . Our results suggest that 333 the direction decision has been computed before Area 3 and selectively propagated through the RNN's 334 inter-areal connections. We found that the input to Area 3 (through W 23 ) comprises activity that 335 separates based on direction but not color. This activity must be transformed into eventual DV outputs, 336 which accumulate evidence for a left or right reach. 337 We found that Area 3 was primarily input driven. When comparing the magnitude of the unit inputs, 338 W 23 r 2 t , where r 2 t are the unit activations of Area 2, and r 3 t , the unit activations of Area 3, we found 339 that the magnitude of r 3 t was close to that of the unit inputs, as shown in Fig. 8a . As previously 340 mentioned, this direction decision has a strong representation in the unit inputs; and yet Area 3 is not 341 simply propagating inputs through a linear transformation. Rather, the PCs of Area 2 and Area 3 have 342 significant qualitative differences, as shown in Fig. 3d, mediated We trained a continuous-time RNN to perform the checkerboard task. The RNN is composed of N 534 artificial neurons (or units) that receive input from N in time-varying inputs u(t) and produce N out into the artificial neuron firing rates (or network rates) through the transformation:
Area 3, modeling PMd dynamics, is primarily input driven and implements bistable dynamics
where f (·) is an activation function applied elementwise to x(t). The activation function is typically 539 nonlinear, endowing the RNN with nonlinear dynamics and expressive modeling capacity 74 . In this work, 540 we use f (x) = max(x, 0), also known as the rectified linear unit, i.e., f (x) = relu(x). In the absence of 541 noise, the continuous time RNN is described by the equation
where τ is a time-constant of the network, W rec ∈ R N ×N defines how the artificial neurons are recurrently We defined a desired output, z des (t), which was 0 in the 'Center Hold' and 'Targets' epochs. During the 569 'Decision' epoch, z des (t) = 1. In the 'Stimulus Off' epoch, z des (t) = 0. In RNN training, we penalized 570 output reconstruction using a mean-squared error loss,
The set T included all times from all epochs except for the first 200 ms of the 'Decision' epoch from the 572 loss. We excluded this time to avoid penalizing the output for not immediately changing its value (i.e.,
573
stepping from 0 to 1) in the 'Decision' epoch. Decision variables are believed to reflect a gradual process 574 consistent with non-instantaneous integration of evidence, e.g., as in drift-diffusion style models, rather 575 than one that steps immediately to a given output.
576
To train the RNN, we minimized the loss function:
where 578
• A F denotes the Frobenius norm of matrix A
579
• λ in = λ rec = λ out = λ r = 1 to penalize larger weights as well as rates 31,32 .
580
• λ Ω = 2
581
• L Ω is a regularization term that ameliorates vanishing gradients proposed and described in prior 582 literature 21,46 .
583
During the training process, we also incorporated gradient clipping to prevent exploding gradients 46 .
584
Training was performed using stochastic gradient descent, with gradients calculated using backpropagation 585 through time. For gradient descent, we used the Adam optimizer, which is a first order optimizer 586 incorporating adaptive gradients and momentum 45 .
587
We stopped training early to prevent the network from overlearning the task. The RNN will otherwise 588 perform the task with better performance than the animal. Prior studies modeling cognitive tasks have To calculate the overlap between the color and direction axes with the null and potent spaces, we 704 performed singular value decomposition on the inter-areal connections, W 12 and W 23 . W 12 and W 23 705 were 80 × 80 matrices, and were full rank. Nevertheless, they had near some zero singular values, 706 indicating that the effective rank of the matrix was less than 80. We defined the potent dimensions to 707 be the top m right singular vectors, while the null dimensions were the remaining 80 − m right singular 708 vectors. 709 We performed the analyses of Fig. 7a,b by varying the potent and null dimensions, sweeping m from 1 to 710 80. For each defined potent and null space, we calculated the axis overlap between the direction (or color) 711 axis and the potent (or null) space by computing the L2-norm of the orthogonal projection (squared).
712
We report the squared quantity because the expectation of the norm of a projection of a random vector 713 onto an m-dimensional subspace of an n dimensional space is m/n. We include an approximation of the 714 expectation of the projection of a random vector in Fig. 7a ,b by averaging the projection of 100 random 715 vectors. Our results show that the direction axis was always more aligned with potent dimensions than 716 the color axis, irrespective of the choice of m, and that the direction axis was prefentially aligned with 717 the top singular vector. These findings were consistent across 72 multi-area network instantiations. Dir. Color Figure S2 : (a) The norm of the direction discriminability (left green -right green) and color discriminability (right green -right red) as a function of the processing area (same conventions as Fig. 4 , but for the other discriminability). (b) If we consider the recurrent contribution Wrecrt, as opposed to the activity rt, the structure of inter-areal attenuation and differential recurrent amplification is similar. In (b) we analyse the same discriminability as the text in Fig. 4 
Connections from
Connections to Figure S5 : Full connectivity matrix of Wrec, reordered so that the structured excitatory components lie at the top left. The matrix is composed of a structured excitatory component (orange and blue), a set of random excitatory units (black), and a set of inhibitory units (dashed black), with little structure. The averaged connectivity matrix is shown in Fig. 8e . We note that since we did not see clear structure in the inhibitory pool (i.e mutual inhibtion), we therefore hypothesized common inhibtion.
Here we show that a nonlinearity is necessary to solve the task, proving that the task cannot be solved 739 by the linear layer W in . Hence, we show that an "inputs only" hypothesis is not possible; there is a need 740 for a nonlinearity.
741
First, we note that the Checkerboard task corresponds to an exclusive-or (XOR) problem. If we identify 742 the two target configurations as 0 or 1 (corresponding to green on left, or green on right respectively, 743 with the red target on the complement side), and the dominant checkerboard color as 0 or 1 (for green or 744 red, respectively), then the output direction d (identified as 0: left, 1: right) can be seen be in Table S1 . 745 If the representation r was purely input driven, then:
Our readout was a linear readout of the rates, i.e:
The inputs u are the four dimensional input we trained with. But u is a linear transformation of two 748 variables: the target orientation θ, and checkerboard color c, which each can take two values. That is, if 749 we let q = [θ, c], then, the inputs could be written as a linear transformation of q:
where W is a linear transformation. Since the mappings from q to d are all linear, they can be combined 751 into a single linear transformationW, i.e., 752 d = W out W in Wq =Wq.
It is not possible for a linear classifier to solve the XOR problem by classifying correct outputs 74 . Hence, 753 the trained RNNs cannot purely be input driven, and requires nonlinearity from the recurrent interactions 754 to solve the task. 
